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CLADDING MOTION AMD ENTRAINMENT DURING

LOSS OF FLOW IN THE LMFBR

In a loss-of-flov scenario or transient undercooling situation

there is the possibility of not being able to shut down the reactor

by use of the safety control rods. In such a case, improbable.as it

is, there is the definite possibility of having stainless steel up-

ward and downward motion after sodium boiling and dryout. The steel

is not just subject to gravity forces but, being molten, can be en- .

trained by the rapidly expanding sodium vapor , causing high reac-

tivity insertion rates. Tests have .been done in the TREAT reactor
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to simulate this loss of flow without shutdown of the reactor .

The study undertaken here is to characterize this loss of flow

with appropriate dimensionless numbers such as the Reynolds number,• P.vapor -, and Weber number and to suggest a minimum Reynolds num-
•'cladding

ber necessary, for entrainment of simulant cladding material under

.transient melting.' ~ .

In particular, we are interested in the downward flow of vapor

over an intact rod undergoing a loss of flow or- loss of heat sink.

The tests are transient heat transfer experiments with two-phase

flow. The simulant materials used are a lead-bismuth alloy for clad-

ding over a ceramic heating rod. Data is taken on 16na film and

strip chart recorders. There are two sets of experiments that have

been performed. The first are the full length pin tests using chop-

ped cosine heaters, and a recirculating closed loop filled with he-

lium or argon as shown in Fig. 1-A. The second are small length
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tests, using uniform heaters and an open cycle loop with air as shown

in Fig. 1-B.

Both sets of experiments are complicated by the fact that the

outer glass flow tube must represent a reflected heat transfer bound-

ary condition or insulated boundary condition so that the single-tube

test is representative of the central pin of a subassembly. This is

accomplished by heating the outer flow tube at a rate such that under

the loss of flow the glass tube will represent such an insulated

boundary when the cladding is in motion.

The first set of experiments we shall call full length tests.

There have been three tests done in this series in order to bracket

the Reynolds number for entrainment. In each case, the gas is cir-

culated and the rod and the glass containing tube are heated to a pre-

determined temperature. The circulator power is reduced stepwise to

a lower value and, subsequently, melting occurs. When melting starts,
. . . . . • •

the 16mm cameras are started to record the melting phenomenon and to

check on the entrainment mechanism . Table 1-A summarizes the test

conditions and observations. ' ...

The first experiment used helium at 45 psig as the gas phase.

The cladding melted off the rod during the loss* of flew and subse-

quently just slumped and dropped to the bottom. In this experiment

p
the ratio •- v a ° o r — was 6.65x10" . The next two experiments in this

pdadding

series used argon gas at 45 psig. The cladding was definitely en-

trained in these experiments. The mechanism for entrainment from

these tests appears to be the roll wave, where small wavelets grow

until the tops of waves art sheared off by the gas flow. The ratio
, v a P ° r here was 6.65x10"\
cladding
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The small length tests were performed in order to obtain more data

on the mechanism at work when the cladding starts to move. Many tests

have been done on the short rods, but only tests nos. 1 and 2, series 4,

and tests nos. 1 through 7, series 6, are pertinent to this discussion.

In these tests, air is driven through the test section at a high

gas velocity. Then, the ceramic rod and outer glass tube are heated.

The system is then allowed to reach steady state with regard to heat

transfer. Now, the gas flow is dropped quickly to a predetermined

value. When the cladding starts to melt, a 16mm camera is turned on to

record the subsequent motion of the cladding. After the cladding has

melted away, the power to the glass heater and ceramic rod is switched

to zero. Then, the gas is allowed to cool the test section back to

ambient before cutting off the air flow.

Discussion.

The small scale tests were designed to be simple so that only a

few physical variables would need to be considered. Each test used

the same ceramic heater rod operating at basically the same rod power

throughout the experiment and the same glass outer tube.

The alloy cladding that was used is made of 762 lead and 242 bis-

muth. The mixture was melted and poured into an extruding die and

subsequently pressed. The tubing used in the S-4 and S-6 tests was

extruded from the same batch of alloy. This assured uniform surface

roughness and dimensions of the cladding sections used in the tests.

The pitot tube was not disconnected during the runs in order to

assure that Che geometry above this section remained the same. The

lights that were used for the movie camera were situated in the sane
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place for each run so that any heating due to them was always the same.

Before each test, the experiment was adjusted so that the rod was per-

pendicular to horizontal by using a level. The air flow was regulated

by two valves to a common supply* The first valve was adjusted to de-

liver the air flow which was needed during loss of flow and then the

second valve was fully opened. When steady state operation was achieved,

the second valve was closed to initiate the loss of flow. This proce-

dure assured that the preset flow was the actual flow during the tran-

sient experiments.

The results of these small scale tests are basically all contained

on the 16mm movie films taken with each test run. There are some pic-

tures from tests T-2 S-4, T-2 S-6, and T-7 S-6 shown in Fig. 2. These

were blown up from individual 16mm movie frames of TRI-X reversal film.

These tests were chosen as examples of some of the phenomena appearing

in the experiments. ..

In test T-2 S-4, Fig. 2, there was no flow of air after the tran-

sient was initiated. This means both air valves were closed. The pic-

tures show that, even at no flow, the cladding can melt and break away

• from the ceramic rod in a droplet-like manner and accelerate downward

freely in the gap between the rod and the glass, tube. The cladding

travels in the air rather than on the ceramic due to the fact that the

Pb-Bi alloy does not wet the aluminum oxide heater walls. The zero

flow tests also show pieces of cladding falling as tubes. This occurs

when the cladding weight is great enough to exceed its almost zero

strength. The inside layer of cladding next to the 'ceramic rod is

molten or near molten, and there is no force holding the cladding from

falling down except the strength of the outside layer. Usually, a
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crack forms circumferentially and the outer cladding layer gives way,

allowing a length of about 2 en or More to fall downward.

The second set of pictures from test T-2 S-6 shows a forced drain-

age type of behavior. In this case, the air velocity was about 26 m/sec.

In this test, the inner cladding, which was molten, flowed down to the

bottom edge of the cladding where the ceramic heater is visible. Once

there, the cladding was forced off the rod in drops. The molten cladding

left behind it a thin layer of oxidized alloy, which is seen in the pic-

tures as a black substance.

The third set of pictures from test T-7 S-6 shows the cladding

breakoff phenomenon. The air was flowing at 32 m/sec. The first picture

shows a small tear starting in the cladding surface. The second picture

shows the tearing off of the cladding by the air. As the piece of the

alloy is moving, it is distorting in shape. This is shown by looking at

the second and third pictures. This breaking off of pieces of cladding

is apparent in all tests where the velocity is above 32 m/sec. As the

velocity increases, however, the time for the breakoff decreases-. In

test T-5 S-6, for example, the breakoff occurs between exposures taking

- less than 1/64 sec.

In Table 1 is shown some of the data from all of the reported tests.

Under the heading "description", the words "cladding entrained" are used

when the alloy is forced to break away and fall through the gas phase.

From the experiment:!! done so far, the criteria for cladding eatrainment

would have to be that the flow have a Reynolds nupber greater than 15,000

and a Weber number greater than 1.45.
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TABLE 1

A

GROUP 1-LARGE SCALE TESTS

p POWER

£5 WATTS

(07 WATTS

•p WATTS

TEST #

T-1 S-2

T-2 S-2

T-3 S-2

GAS VELOCITY

24 a/a

29 m/s

25 a/s

Re # I"'-

2,900

51,000

40,800

We #

0.478

6.78

4.90

GAS DENSITY

0.67 kg/a3

6.65 kg/a-3

6.65 kg/a3

DESCRIPTION

cladding forced
drained

cladding
entrained

cladding
entrained

B
GROUP 2-SHALL SCALE TESTS

iJDHPOWER

'57 WATTS

*3 WATTS

B4 WATTS

=90 WATTS

90 WATTS

90 WATTS

18 WATTS

00 WATTS

TEST #

T-1 S-4

T-2 S-4

T-1 S-6

T-2 S-6

T-3 S-6

T-4 S-6

T-5 S-6

T-7 S-6

GAS VELOCITY

0 a/s

0 a/s

18.7 m/s

26.4 m/s

32.3 m/s

37.3 m/s

45.0 m/s

32.2 m/s

Re #

0

0

8,800

12,400

15,200

17,500

22,000

15,300;

We #

0

0

0.49

0.97

1.45

1.93

2.91

1.46

GAS DENSITY

1.18 kg/a3

1.18 kg/a3

1.18 kg/a3

1.18 kg/a3

1.18 kg/a3

1.18* kg/a?-

1.22 kg/a3

1.19 kg/a3

DESCRIPTION

cladding falls
away & drains

cladding falls
away & drains

cladding
drained

cladding forced
drained

cladding
entrained

cladding
entrained

cladding
entrained

cladding
entrained
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FIG. I-A

FULL LENGTH TESTS
FIG. l-B

SMALL LENGTH TESTS
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